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COU Academic Colleagues Committee Report to the Ontario Tech U 
Academic Council 
Dr. Alyson King (COU Academic Colleague Representative for Ontario Tech University)  
 
Synopsis 
This report provides an overview of the meetings of the Academic Colleagues held on May 10 & 11, 
2022. These meetings occurred in a hybrid form (online and in-person).  

Background  
The objective of the Council of Ontario Universities Academic colleagues committee is to support the 
COU Council, consisting of the executive heads of the institutional members of the COU and academic 
colleagues.  

Meeting Summaries  
COU Colleagues Meeting (May 10 & 11, 2022) 
Evening meeting, May 10, 2022 
1. Conversation with Dr. Candace Brunette-Debassige, Assistant Professor and Teaching Fellow 
(Indigenous), Western University, Faculty of Education on the topic of Decolonizing Academia ** 

Dr. Brunette-Debassige spoke to the Colleagues about Western University’s Indigenous Strategic Plan.  

• The report of the TRC in 2015 marked the end of a 4-year process and was a significant policy 
moment. Past commissions and reports had raised many of the same ideas and called attend to 
long-standing struggles of Indigenous peoples. Indigenous peoples have been calling for the 
decolonization of the academy for 30 years. The focus of the TRC was about exposing the 
policies and dark history about residential schools.  

• Residential schools are only a part of a larger system of settler colonialism that has existed since 
the beginning of the country, including the Indian Act. It was a threat to one’s indigenous 
identity, along with enfranchisement which meant giving up one’s Indigenous identity. 
Historically, few made it to university. Today, the system still requires people to conform. 
Indigenous peoples are chronically underrepresented and struggle in the universities, but 
universities are among the strongest leaders in working for change. At the same time, they are 
complicit: in the omission of Indigenous knowledge and perpetuation of colonial myths; 
universities benefited from acquiring Indigenous lands; Indigenous peoples have been written 
about, but not through an Indigenous lens. Indigenous peoples have unique rights and treaties 
were created in exchange for land with a promise that indigenous peoples would have self-
determination and rights, but those promises were not kept, and universities contributed by 
silencing the voices and history of Indigenous peoples. 

• Today, we are in an unique time of reckoning: reconciliation, Indigenization, and decolonization 
operate together, but decolonization must happen before Indigenization. Reconciliation is part 
of a larger global effort that is similar to what other places have gone. The complex dimensions 
of colonialism operate within the larger imperial project connected to economics and power. 
Decolonization is being embedded into EDI, just as colonialism is embedded in all the research 
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and methodologies we use, and in structures of governance. As part of the decolonizing process, 
we are starting to transform the system in order to redress past wrongs and ensure 
Indigenization, so that others can come into the academy without being forced to assimilate. 

• This process occurs through the creation of Indigenous senior administrative roles, by revisiting 
policies so that the land of Indigenous nations can be recognized (including policies around 
smudging in classrooms and elsewhere indoors, flags that are allowed to be flown, the catering 
of Indigenous foods, etc. Settler colonialism is still embedded into policies and structures by 
default. There needs to be a shift away from a human rights legislation approach to recognizing 
that racism is systemically embedded. We need to be more proactive rather than reactive.  

• Indigenization is about about naturalizing Indigenous knowledges, because it has been hard to 
get Indigenous knowledge recognized, and to move away from assumptions based on racism 
and biases. Universities, researchers, administrators, and instructors need to accept that 
Indigenous peoples have a paradigm, epistemology, methodology, etc. based in the land, 
Indigenous languages, and so on, and that they have something to offer the world. If we are 
going to change the system, we need to create space for other knowledges.  

• Once we do these things, how do we measure their success and impact? How do we define 
excellence?  

• Dr. Brunette-Debassige commented on the policy movements that are occurring. She is seeing 
discourses coming out of different organizations with institutional work happening at every 
university (sector-wide, institutional, faculty level), but we need to build proactive, long-term 
support in order to meet the challenge of keeping people. She noted the unique nature of 
Indigenous research which cannot be measured in the same ways as colonial research, because 
it takes longer.  

• Institutional indigenization is a whole of university approach that strives to make broad-based 
change across all sectors of the university, including student affairs, teaching & learning, 
research & assessment, space planning, workforce planning, and governance, policies & 
decision-making (Rigney, 201, p. 45).  

• One resource for creating institutional change is Towards Braiding, by Elwood Jimmy and 
Vanessa Andreotti, http://decolonialfutures.net/towardsbraiding which discussus systemic 
pitfalls: epistemic ignorance (dominance of euro-centrism), conditional inclusion (measuring 
against traditional standards), and under-representation (overwork).  

• To do this well, we need reflective cycles of change that includes interrogating what we see as 
the problem. It is messy work that involves tensions and uncomfortable conversations. It means 
giving Indigenous colleagues the opportunity to say ‘no’ and respect when they do, and giving 
them the autonomy to define their priorities. We need to ask and not give up, but also respect 
their decisions and knowledge of their own needs.  

• Dr. Brunette-Debassige ended by commenting that everyone can decolonize, but not everyone 
(e.g., not every course) should Indigenize. It is important to think about indigenous content at a 
program level.  

• Additional resources are attached. 

Morning meeting, May 11, 2022 
1. COU update (Steve Orsini) 

College Degree-Granting Expansion  

http://decolonialfutures.net/towardsbraiding
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• On April 11, MCU announced the government’s decision regarding the expansion of publicly 
assisted colleges' mandates to offer three-year applied bachelor degrees, which was initially 
introduced as part of the Fall 2021 Red Tape Bill: Supporting People and Businesses Act.  

• This provision, which is effective immediately, includes a number of restrictions on college 
three-year degree granting: 

o There will be no additional funded spaces provided to colleges within existing funding 
corridors. 

o There will be no additional operating grant funding to support expansion of three-year 
degrees.  

o There will be an increase in degree cap limits for all colleges by five percentage points. 
This means that ITALS (Institutes of Applied Technology and Learning -- Humber, Seneca, 
Sheridan, and Conestoga) now have a 20% cap on all degree-level program activity and 
all other colleges have a 10% degree cap limit (calculated as a proportion of programs).  

o Previously the four-year degree-granting cap was set at 15% for the ITALS and 5% for all 
other colleges. 

o Each proposed three-year degree, including any conversions of advanced diplomas to 
degrees, must meet the Ontario Qualifications Framework, must undergo a PEQAB 
review, and be approved by the Minister.  

o Three-year degrees must be: 
 in an applied area of study; 
 career-oriented; and 
 distinct from university degrees.  

o Program tuition must conform to the Tuition and Ancillary Fee Minister’s Binding Policy 
Directive. 

• The Minister’s memo did not grant colleges the authority to grant applied master's degrees. 
• The university sector currently has the opportunity to comment on new college degree 

applications that are submitted to PEQAB. Given the sector's interest in Ontario's postsecondary 
quality standards, COU will confirm the details of the review process for these new programs 
with MCU and will, in keeping with present practice, continue to flag any new PEQAB 
applications to OCAV.  

• HEQCO has released a report finding little evidence of cost savings of three-year degree 
program delivery at the college level (compared to four-year baccalaureate degrees at 
universities). 

2022 Budget 
• On April 28, Ontario’s Finance Minister Peter Bethlenfalvy delivered the provincial government’s 

2022 Ontario Budget. “Ontario’s Plan to Build” reflects the government’s plan for “better jobs 
and bigger paycheques, building more highways and hospitals, and keeping costs down for 
Ontario families while keeping our economy open and strong.” 

• The budget will not pass but rather serve as a basis for Ford’s election platform. The 
government has committed to proceeding with this budget if elected. 

• The Budget is built around five pillars outlined below with the overall goal of supporting the 
government’s efforts in “Rebuilding Ontario’s Economy.”   

https://www.ola.org/en/legislative-business/bills/parliament-42/session-2/bill-13
https://heqco.ca/pub/college-and-university-baccalaureate-degrees-another-look-at-costs/
https://budget.ontario.ca/2022/index.html
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o Rebuilding Ontario’s Economy: The government has a plan that will help bring better 
jobs across the province as critical minerals in the North help drive battery and hybrid 
electric vehicle manufacturing in Ontario.  

o Working for Workers: The government has a plan for making Ontario’s workers among 
the most highly skilled and best supported in the world. The government is working for 
workers to support better jobs and bigger paycheques. 

o Building Highways and Key Infrastructure: The government has a plan to get shovels in 
the ground for more highways, transit and key infrastructure to fight gridlock, boost the 
economy and create jobs. 

o Keeping Costs Down: The government has a plan to help keep costs down by increasing 
the housing supply, making it less expensive to drive or take transit, and providing relief 
on everyday expenses from child care costs to taxes. 

o A Plan to Stay Open: The government has a plan to build the health care workforce, 
shore up domestic production of critical supplies, and build more hospitals and long-
term care homes. These measures will expand the capacity of the health care system 
and ensure the people of Ontario can access care when and where they need it. 

• Postsecondary announcements (note that no further details are available and that COU is 
working with the Ministry to obtain clarity): 

o MCU Budget: Postsecondary education sector expenses are projected to increase from 
$10 billion in 2021-22 to $11.4 billion in 2024-25. The medium-term expense outlook for 
the sector shows increases in funding levels for 2022-23 and 2023-24.   

o Research Investments: The Budget announced $55 million over three years to invest 
more in research and innovation to support productivity, economic growth, and address 
current and future pandemic preparedness, including additional funding to support 
Phase 1 of the Biosciences Research Infrastructure Fund. 
 The budget also included an announced investment of $2 million in 2022–23 

and $3 million in 2023–24 to create a Critical Minerals Innovation Fund to 
support the mining industry, academia, startups and research and development 
firms to find innovative solutions for extraction and processing of critical 
minerals. 

o Health Care: The previously-announced $41.4 million to support clinical education for 
nurses will be for three years, for a total of $124.2 million starting in 2022–23 to 
modernize clinical education for nurses. This commitment of two additional years of 
funding is new in Budget 2022. The Budget included items previously announced 
including: 
 Making it easier for foreign-credentialled health workers to begin practicing in 

Ontario by reducing barriers to registering with and being recognized by health 
regulatory colleges. 

 Investing $142 million to launch the new “Learn and Stay” grant to encourage 
workers to remain in underserved communities. 

 Investing $42.5 million over two years beginning 2023-24 to support the 
expansion of undergraduate and postgraduate medical education training in the 
province. 
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o Tuition Framework: The Budget re-announced the tuition freeze for 2022-23, originally 
announced in March 2022, for domestic students residents of Ontario. The tuition 
framework contains an allowable five per cent increase to tuition for domestic out-of-
province students. 

o Facilities Renewal: There were no new announcements. The Budget reiterated previous 
government commitments of $1.3 billion, announced in Budget 2020, over ten years to 
help “modernize classrooms by upgrading technology, carrying out critical repairs and 
improving environmental sustainability.” This includes the confirmed $135 million in 
capital investments in 2022-23: $125.2 million for the Facilities Renewal Program (FRP) 
and $10 million for the Training Equipment and Renewal Fund (TERF). 

o Intellectual Property: The budget re-announced the creation of Intellectual Property 
Ontario, which is being supported by an investment of approximately $58 million over 
three years. 

International 
• On April 29, Executive Heads endorsed the creation of a COU cross-functional working group on 

international education. The mandate of the group will be to conduct research, review key 
issues, and develop policy and advocacy options around the quality, supports, and 
outcomes of international education in Ontario for member input and review. The group 
would report to OCAV, who will in turn bring initiatives forward to Executive Heads. 

• The group will be made up of COU affiliate representatives, including OCAV, VPs 
International, OCGS, OCSA, OURA, CUPA, GRO and OUPAC. 

COVID-19 & Mandatory Vaccination Policies 
• COU’s COVID-19 Reference Group has been active for the past 18 months addressing 

operational, academic, advocacy, legal and other sector issues related to COVID. The group had 
its last meeting in April and will shift into a smaller cross-functional COVID Advisory Group to 
advise Executive Heads, COU and government with respect to any issues that arise related to 
COVID-19 on an ad hoc basis.  

Teacher Spaces Advocacy 
• The government has announced that it will be funding expansion of Wilfrid Laurier University's 

Bachelor of Education program at its Brantford campus (60 students this year, and another 60 in 
2023-2024). MCU has said it continues to examine the broader issue of teacher supply and 
enrolment caps.  

2. Information Sharing 

• Colleagues shared information about their university’s COVID protocols, how well courses were 
running, and so on.  

• One person noted that there is a lawsuit against predatory companies calling themselves 
tutoring companies who are targeting student to blackmail them about cheating. There seems 
to be increased harassment of faculty and students online. 

• In the Fall 2022, we should be prepared for what will essentially be a triple cohort of frosh since 
many going into 2nd and 3rd years will have never been on campus before.  

https://www.wlu.ca/news/spotlights/2022/april/laurier-to-expand-bachelor-of-education-program-to-brantford-campus.html
https://www.chathamdailynews.ca/news/local-news/bachelor-of-education-program-coming-to-laurier-brantford/wcm/ab0caad6-5ab6-458a-b03d-da17128b8629/amp/
https://www.chathamdailynews.ca/news/local-news/bachelor-of-education-program-coming-to-laurier-brantford/wcm/ab0caad6-5ab6-458a-b03d-da17128b8629/amp/
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• There seems to be mental health benefits to bring in person, but there will be challenges in 
getting everyone to get used to commuting again. 

• Quillbot is a paraphrasing software that students use, but if people are using the same material, 
it will paraphrase in the same way and they will get caught for cheating. 

• At Western, faculty voted down the continuation of self-reporting of illness due to 
unsustainable workload because it was massively abused. 

 

3. COU Reference Group on Aboriginal Education update (Denise Baxter) 

• The Reference Group on Aboriginal Education (RGAE) began in 2009 and was intended to work 
towards improving access and outcomes for Indigenous students. The Reference Group acts as a 
focal point for dialogue with government and other stakeholders on issues relate to Indigenous 
education and serves as a place for discussion on issues of common interest across the Ontario 
university sector. They meet with the government 3 times a year. The Indigenous Student 
Success Fund provides some funding for universities 

• Current mandate: RGAE is working to ensure the development and sustainment of 
Indigenization related-activities across Ontario universities. With the goal of improving access 
and outcomes for Indigenous students at Ontario universities, the Reference Group will provide 
a circle for: 1. Discussion of issues of common interest across the Ontario university sector; 2. 
Common policy development; and 3. Dialogue with and response to government, as well as 
other stakeholders. The Reference Group provides updates to the Council of Senior 
Administrative Officers (CSAO), the Ontario Council of Academic Vice-Presidents (OCAV), 
Ontario Council on Student Affairs (OCSA) and Executive Heads as required. 

• Representatives are from all members of the COU. Each institution nominates 1 person who is 
Indigenous and 1 senior, non-Indigenous person who is involved in direct service delivery to 
Indigenous students. 

• Current priorities include: Self-Identification and Ancestry Verification; Recruitment and 
Admissions; COVID-19 (University response, vaccines/exemptions and student emergency 
funding); OCAV/RGAE- focusing on Ancestry Verification (2 members of RGAE sit on this 
committee); Indigenization plans; Indigenous Spaces, faculty and student supports; Indigenous 
Student Services 

• Regarding ancestry verification, self-identification has led to some misrepresentation. Need to 
ask: Where do they sit in their community, family, etc.? Do they have a commitment and 
connection to their community? The committee has been discussing how do you determine a 
person’s right to be in a particular space. It is important for universities to build equity into the 
position which requires making sure they deserve to be in that place. It is important to build 
policy with community and to have Indigenous people sitting around the table.  It is complex 
because many people were displaced during the 60’s scoop or lost their status due to marriage, 
so not everyone will know where they are from.  

• National Indigenous Senior Leadership committee has been active for about 1.5 years. 
• Recruitment is relational. Universities need to be in it for the long road for students and families. 

It is important to get to know the communities by going to events (e.g., powwow) and having a 
recruitment table at community events. Use SSHRC connections grant to work with elders and 
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high school students on an ongoing basis because we want them to see that further learning is 
important. (Some examples: Indigenous guidance breakfast, anyone with influence on students 
should be invited, swag labelled with Indigenous initiative and name of university, anyone who 
worked with access community; hold an Indigenous preview day – might go into science labs or 
meet with English dept, etc; try to grow the networks with kids; tutoring program with high 
school students; be in the community and even providing financial support to pay for 
applications to university; use local artists and artisans for gifts; etc.). 

4. Quality Council Update  
Quality Council has met once since the last meeting of the Academic Colleagues. Assessment of new 
programs and cyclical program reviews continues on an ongoing basis. As recommended by the 
appraisal committee New Programs were approved for University of Guelph, Laurentian and University 
of Toronto. Final Assessment reports were accepted for programs were approved from Laurier and 
Nippissing. As recommended by the audit committee, updated IQAPs were approved for Carleton and 
Toronto Metropolitan (formerly Ryerson). 
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1

Logics of Indigenous identification
Chris Andersen

(September 23, 2021)

As it stands, university administrators “measure” Indigeneity based primarily on
self-identification. In two instances they often ask for further information – reserved seats and
awards (i.e., scholarships and bursaries) – but generally, self-identification is the major dynamic
of identity making in the academy, as in society more generally.

It might be useful to encourage administrators to think about the issue of Indigenous
identification in terms of two dynamics and two “moves” (based on this preponderance of
self-identification):

Two Dynamics:

1. non-Indigenous administrators not wanting to be racist (or be accused of being racist) for
challenging someone’s claim to Indigeneity;

2. a looming ‘white possessiveness’ (Moreton-Robinson 2016) that encourages
non-Indigenous/white people with various distances of Indigenous ancestry to make claims to
Indigeneity despite their lack of lived experience or ongoing connection to an Indigenous
collective or collectives.

Changing the conversational “pitch” at universities through two “moves”:

1. moving from genealogy to kinship;

● Métis historian Brenda Macdougall (2013) differentiates between genealogical and
kinship focused studies in terms of the former’s focus on establishing links between
people living today and ancestors who have passed, while kinship studies were meant to
gain insight into Indigenous worldviews through an examination of their family (and
other) relationships. While genealogy requires no ongoing relationships, kinship does. As
such, it is important for us to think about identity claims in terms of kinship dynamics.

2. moving from self-identification to citizenship;

● Self-identification is a hallmark of genealogical logics – it operates as a form of “inert”
kinship, since it requires no ongoing relationships with living collectives but rather, needs
only the urge to self-identify (a primary marker of white possessiveness). Citizenship,
conversely, not only requires a link to an on-going collective, but it respects their
decision-making processes regarding who belongs and who does not. Self-identification
is about who I claim to be; a requirement of citizenship is about who claims me.
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